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ABSTRACT: A large-span buried concrete culvert, which is 10 m height and 15,3 m wide, is designed in 14,3
m' high embankment over fluvial soft normally consolidated clay in the depth of 0,3 - 4,8 m and a subsoil of a
Miocene marine over consolidated clay deposit. Flexible concrete culvert has three joints and its thickness is
between 30 and 50 cm. It was necessary to calculate precisely the soil-structure interaction during gradual
construction of embankment, after- subsoil consolidation and under embankment surface traffic loading. 'De
sign calculations =were made by using the program FLAC, which is an explicit finite difference method, that
may simulate compressible transient, quasi-static mechanical processes coupled to fluid flow process - con
solidation. The proper shape of the culvertand necessity of sandy gravel backfill extension around the culvert
was tested during soil structure interaction modeling to reduce lining bending moments. Before large-span
culvert calculation was necessary to optimize design of embankment, in which 'is culvert projected. The
proper timetable, combination of horizontal free draining layer, vertical drains to accelerate subsoil consoli
dation, geogrid reinforcement inside a horizontal free draining layer and proper embankment shape had to be
designed.

1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the research is to investigate the
proper design of a large-span buried concrete cul
vert, which is 1O m height and 15,3 m wide, is
plamred in 14,3 m height highway embankrrrent. The
construction site is in Czech Republic near Vyskov
town on highway D1 construction 0133.

The idea was to optimize design' of a 14.3 m
height embankment, at first in FLAC-2D modeling,
to find proper timetable, in combination of horizon
tal free draining layer, vertical drains to accelerate
subsoil consolidation, geogrid reinforcement inside
a horizontal free draining layer and proper embank
ment shape. When the teclmology of embankment
construction was clear, it was possible to start sepa
rate FLAC-2D modeling to find the proper shape of
the culvert during soil structure interaction modeling
to reduce lining bending moments. An influence of
sandy gravel backfill extension around the culvert
was tested too.

2 GEOLOGY

Subsoil of embankment is quatemary fluvial soft
normally consolidated clay in the depth of 0.3 m
4.8 m. Underlying soil is a Miocene marine over
consolidated clay deposit. The water level is about 1
m below the groturd surface.

3 DESIGN CALCULATIONS

Design calculations were carried- out using the pro
gram FLAC ver. 4.0 (2000), which is an explicit fi
nite difference program, that may undergo plastic
flow, even if peak strength is reached and softening
is developed. It is possible to simulate compressible
transient, quasi-static mechanical processes coupled
to fluid flow processes - i.e. consolidation. The
time dependent process is coupled with water flow
in our calculations. The model ,was calculated in
plain strain conditions.

In the design calculations, a gradual construction
of embankment was modeled to describe precisely
stress-strain state in soil, inner forces in concrete
culvert and an increase of excess pore pressures in
duced by a settlement and subsequent consolidation.
Vertical drains in the clay deposit and horizontal
surface drains were modeled too. Geogrids were
simulated in embankment calculation through the
special cable element connected to the grid by inter
face element. Program FLAC enables to implement
user programs and constitutive relations; which were
used in this study.



3.1 Implementation of vertical sand drain

Vertical sand drains in FLAC calculation were mod
eled by implementation of appropriate average re
duction off pore pressure caused by horizontal drain
ing in time._

The proper value of reduction of pore water pres
sure for design conditions was calculated using
separate axisymmetric model of sand drain in clays
in quasi-static mechanical processes coupled to fluid
flow processes- i.e. consolidation.

3.2 CONSTITUVE REIATIONS - PLASTIC

E)G’ANSI VE AND PLASTIC C OLLAPSE
STATE CONCEPT

Critical state concept and Cam-clay model gives
good opportunity for modeling elasto-plastic defor
mations in case of “wet side”- i.e. imder critical state

line. The residual conditions in Critical state concept
represent deformation under conditions of constant
voliune and constant fabric.

In case of large shear strain in the clay a basal
plane could be achieved. A slip could become the
dominant defonnation mechanism and peak strength
friction angle is gradually reduced toward residual
friction angle of clay, which is often much lower.
We found, that for describing this phenomenon is
uselinl to use different criterion, for instance Mohr
Coulomb criterion with strain softening. ‘Such im
provement is important for describing progressive
failure in the clay and for shear bands developing.

The main reason to develop the author’s plastic
expansive and plastic collapse state concept Picha, J.
(2000) was necessity to control peak and residual
shear defonnations in constitutive relation. The total
strain increments were divided into an elastic com

ponent, a plastic expansive (dilatation) component
and a plastic collapse (compression) component.
These strain compbnents are calculated separately.
Each plastic component has its own yield and plastic
potential function and a plastic memory. The plastic
memory is used for correction of parameters for the
yield and plastic potential functions, which deter
mine the next plastic deformation.

_Expansive plasticity is controlled according to
present effective stress values in each element. Plas
tic expansive strains (dilatation) are defined by a
conical yield surface. In the present calculations, we
are using a non-associated Mohr-Coulomb criterion.
Using the criterion it is possible to describe both
hardening and softening by using a piece wise linear
relation of parameters (c, cp, 1|/) based on the sum of
expansive plastic shear strain increments in the tra
jectory. It is possible to control residual shear strain
by such way.

Collapse plasticity could be used only inside a
cone, which is defined by an expansive plasticity
yield function. The expansive plasticity is not active

in this case. Constitutive relation is automatically
choosing between expansive and collapse plasticity_
The constitutive equation for collapse (compression)
plasticity is based on the Critical state conceptgf
soil mechanics, which is associative. In the pre_
sented calculations, the yield function of modified
Cam-clay model is used.

The author’s constitutive relation was imp1¢_
mented into FLAC, to model the stress-strain rela_
tionship based on elasto-plastic theory.

4 EMBANKMENT DESIGN OPTHVIIZATION

It is evident, that high embankments will undergg
substantial settlement and that excess pore watgr
pressures will be generated in the subsoil may have
compromised stability. It is important for a projegt
to design proper timetable, and to optimize combi
nation of horizontal free draining layer, vertigal
drains to accelerate subsoil consolidation, geogrid
reinforcement inside a horizontal free draining layer
and proper shape of embankment. Suggestions for
methods of field measurement were based on our
calculation results too. Measurement of water pore
pressure and settlement is important for observation
method dining construction.

Design calculations were split into the two steps:
l. In the first phase the shape of the embankment

and the inclination of the slopes are optimized.
In this case, we judge long-term stability of the
embankment without induced excess pore water

‘pressure and without geogrid reinforcement. In
this way, we can obtain an economic design.

2. In the second phase the stability and deformation
of an embankment are calculated during gradual
construction, together with settlement induced
excess pore water pressure and its consolidation.

We are optimizing in our calculations proper de
sign combinations ofthe horizontal freedraining
layer, the depth and span of vertical drains in the
clay layer, the tensile force in the geogrid rein
forcement and the proper timetable to control the

consolidation process. lf the second phase of the
design calculation is not successful, we will re
tum to the first phase.

We show some examples from our design calcula
tions in next figures l-3.
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Figure 1. Grid of FLAC model in neighborhoodiof embank
ment. Marked area shows region of vertical drains in embank
ment subsoil.

Figure 2. Water pore pressure contours in embankment subsoil.
It is possible to see induced excess pore water pressures gener
ated by embanlcment loading and vertical drains influence.
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Figure 3. Typical collapse of embankment. Contours show
shear band and vectors instant directions during collapse. It is
possible to see tensile force in geogrid inside a horizontal free
draining layer. Final factor of safety during construction was
founded 1.2 and tensile force in geogrid 111 kN/m’. Long-term
factor of safety after subsoil consolidation was 1.6.

It was found that vertical drains helped very much in
stability and reduced tensile force in geogrids. Pre
sented method of embankment design is able to de
scribe progressive collapse of subsoil and natural
shape of shear bands. Such design is much safer,
than design using limit equilibrium methods.

5 LARGE-SPAN BURIED CONCRETE

CULVERT DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

A large-span buried concrete culvert, which is 10 in
heigh and 15,3 m wide, is designed in the 14,3 m
high embankment over fluvial soft normally con
solidated clay in depth 0,3 - 4,8 m and a subsoil of a
Miocene marine over consolidated clay deposit.

To find optimum design of the large-span buried
concrete culvert we asked' Prof Jiri Bartak from
Praha Technical University (CVUT). He designed a
flexible concrete culvert with three joints. Its thick
ness of culvert is between 30 cm and 50 cm. Thick

ness 30 cm is in the top of arch. He explained neces
sity of sandy gravel backfill extension around the
culvert.

Highway D1

\

` - ' Sandy gravel backfill

Figure 4. A large-span buried concrete culvert, which is 10 m
height and 15.3 m wide, is designed in 14.3 m high embankment

The .design of the large-span culvert was optimized
in our FLAC-2D calculations. It was necessary to
calculate precisely soil-structure interaction during
gradual construction of embankment, after subsoil
consolidation and under traffic loading on embank
ment surface.

The design objective was to find the proper shape
and thickness of the culvert, proper joint position in
culvert and verify the necessity of sandy gravel
backfill and its appropriate extension around the
culvert. It was tested during design calculations es
pecially soil structure interaction and possibilities to
reduce lining bending moments.

The same timetable and implementation of ap
propriate average reduction of pore pressure caused
by vertical sand drains in time was used in design
calculations of the large-span buried concrete cul
vert, as we optimized before in embankment design
calculation.

We show some examples from our design calcula
tions in next figures 5-20.
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Figure 8 Water pore pressure contours during gradual con
struction. It is possible to see induced excess pore pressures
generated by embankment loading and vertical drains influence,

Figure 5. Grid of FLAC model in the large-span buried concrete
culvert neighborhood, Marked area shows region of vertical
drains in embankment subsoil.

*
r Figure 9. Water pore pressure contours' dunng gradual con

struction. It is possible to see induced excess pore pressures
generated by embankment loading and vertical drains influence.

Figure 6. Water pore pressure contours in embankment subsoil
after soil excavation and large-span concrete culvert installation.

g Figure 10. Water pore pressure contours after finishing gradual

Figure 7_ Water pore pressure Contours dulling gradual com construction. It is possible to see induced excess pore pressures
struction. It is possible to see induced excess pore pressures generated by embankment l°nd‘ng and Vefnnnl drains i11flv¢H°*=
generated by embankment loading and vertical drains influence.
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. Figure 14. Bending moments in large-span concrete culvert dur

ing embankment gradual construction. Max. value is ,208
Figure 11. Water pore pressure contours in embankment subsoil kNm/m’.
alter induced excess pore pressures dissipation.
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Figure 12. Bending moments in large-span concrete culvert af

ter its i”5ta"ati°”~ Max- value is 39 kNm/mi Figure 15. Bending moments in large-span concrete culvert dur
ing embankment gradual constmction. Max. value is 2611' kNm/m’.
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Figure 13. Bending moments in large-span concrete culvert dur

ing embankment gfadual Construction MEX- Willie is 72 Figure 16. Bending moments in large-span concrete culvert af
kNfl1/fH’- ter ‘dnishing embankment gradual construction. Max. value is

336 kNm/m’.
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Figure 17. Bending moments in large-span concrete culvert af
ter subsoil consolidation. Max. value is 279 kNm/m’.

Figure 18. Sandy gravel backill concentrates stresses to itself
It is clear Hom vertical stress contours distribution.
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Figure 19. Vertical stress contours distribution in embankment
without sandy gravel bacldill.
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Figure 20. Sandy gravel bacldill concentrates stresses to it and
helps to reduce bending moment in large-span concrete cu1v¢r¢_
In lelt case, the gravel bacldtill was used and max. bending mo.
ment was 293 kNm/m’. In right case, the gravel bacldfill was not
used and max. bending moment was 503 kNm/m’. Both cases
were calculated after consolidation of subsoil and with surfaee
traiiic loading.

\.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Presentedmethod of calculations is very powerful
tool for design of embankment, especially in case of
clayey subsoil. FLAC calculation method is useful
for design of large-span concrete culvert especially
for possibility of modeling of soil structure interac
tion.

We proved ability to perform the design optimi
zation by mathematical modeling, which is impor
tant for economic and safe design.
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